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Upcoming Events

17 Guest Lecture: Trimpin @ 2:30pm - 4:30pm
Internationally celebrated sound sculptor, composer and inventor, Trimpin, talks about his upcoming installation, (CanonX+4:33=100). With 2012 marking the centennial celebration of some of the most influential composers of the last century, namely John Cage and Conlon Nancarrow, (CanonX+4:33=100) celebrates a continuum and extension of the important work of both composers. Trimpin will return in March to install (CanonX+4:33=100) at Open Space, present an artist talk, and perform with the UVic collective, MISTIC.
(Free admission)

18 Graduating Recital - Tazmy Eddy, trumpet @ 8:00pm - 9:30pm
Tazmy Eddy presents his Bachelor of Music graduating recital for trumpet performance.
(Free admission)

18 Film Screening: Trimpin: the sound of invention @ 8:00pm - 9:30pm
Join us for a screening of Peter Esmonde’s documentary, TRIMPIN: the sound of invention with internationally celebrated sound sculptor, composer and inventor, Trimpin, who will be visiting UVic in preparation for his upcoming installation, (CanonX+4:33=100). With 2012 marking the centennial celebration of some of the most influential composers of the last century, namely John Cage and Conlon Nancarrow, (CanonX+4:33=100) celebrates a continuum and extension of the important work of both composers. Trimpin will return in March to install (CanonX+4:33=100) at Open Space, present an artist talk, and perform with the UVic collective, MISTIC.
(Free admission)

20 Fridaymusic @ 12:30pm - 1:20pm
Featuring School of Music keyboard students
(Admission by donation)

20 Piano Class Recital @ 8:00pm - 9:30pm
Visions of Nature
Students from the studio of Ewa Sliwa-Kinderman performing works by R. Schumann and Jandek
(Admission by donation)